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[MOBILE LEARNING-A lesson down a phone line…]
In the recent times, there is an exponential increase in the use of mobile devices; especially their use in
education and training. The technology has literally brought learning to your finger tips. This document
discusses this new and emerging era of Mobile Learning. Further, it delves deeper into the finer aspects
of MLearning Design, elaborating on three core areas - usability, technicality, and functionality, which
could come in handy while considering the variety of devices available today.
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Mobile Leaning – It’s here!
More and more people across the Globe are bringing mobile devices into their everyday lives,
connecting them to the global network in its myriad forms. This network with its nodes; the small
devices we all carry around in our pockets, has reached a critical mass. A veritable third of humanity
now carries a mobile communication device with some amount of computing power and sophisticated
input and output features – that’s over four billion people! By the end of 2012, it is predicted that these
smaller screens would outsell desktops and notebooks. As we step into the New Year, technology
would have a profound effect on Education.

Organizations are waking up to the fact that these Global networks are the marketplace for almost
everything… and are already adding immense value to the products and services portfolio that they
offer. One area that could be hugely leveraged is Learning and Performance. Digital Convergence has
really blossomed, and mobile learning would be one area where the future of the collaborative
workplace lies. The younger generation would enter the workplace, which would be perpetually
connected, communicative, transparent, engaging, giving them the best possible learning experience.

As the information available to us increases, the general pace of our digital lifestyles accelerates, the
ability to navigate, access, validate, learn, and share information would be the KEY skill in an
increasingly complex and information dense environment. Education through mobile devices, therefore,
could be a transformative force for good. A radical change is expected in the way we learn… Mobile
Learning is here, now, and it is for real… in the years to come. If organizations want their trainings to be
effective and engaging, and want these trainings to generate larger revenues, their Time for Adoption is
now!!

Defining the Challenge:
Mobile Learning would never replace a teacher, and the classrooms; however, considering the number
of wide-spread audience, it is one of the precious few alternatives. We c an define Mobile Learning in
two different ways:
•

A medium to meet the learning needs

•

A content delivery platform

Although, these two ways are interlinked, it is important that we look at them separately, to understand
how the mobile technology could actually benefit learning.
Let’s look at the five elements (from Dr. Conrad Gottfredson) of learning needs:
•

Learning for the first time

•

Wanting to learn more

•

Trying to remember

•

Things change quickly

•

Something goes wrong

If we look at these learning needs from Mobile Learning point of view, it fits the last three elementthe
best. In theory; however, we could use these element for our needs.
Trying to remember– Mobile devices could work very well as learning aids. The ability of the device to
search and access content helps in remembering, making it an excellent learning aid. Few years ago,
such quick access to information was not possible, thus mobile technology fits the niche for such
learning situations perfectly.
Things change quickly– The modern workplace is changing very quickly. And, if employeeswant to be
successful, they have to keep their knowledge and skills in line with that change. This requires learning
that is seamless and continuous. ELearning, WBT’s play their role, but these learning aids are bound to
the desk, while the change in the learning need now is not confined to the desktop (or laptop). This
means, any content associated with such change has to be made available through mobile devices,
regardless of the learner’s location andtime of day.
Something goes wrong– This perhaps, is the most demanding of all learning needs. If something goes
wrong, learners are under pressure to come up with answers, to fix things and restore
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The Need
Considering our present training delivery mechanism, and the type of training request we get, it is only
appropriate that we adopt Mobile Learning only for specific learning situations. How to determine if
Mobile Learning is appropriate for a specific learning need and audience, is a question that we need to
ask ourselves.
So, what are the key considerations that drive this decision to go mobile?
•

Are we in a position to use mobile capabilities to enhance learning?

The key phrase here is ‘to enhance learning’. Check if the capabilities offeredby mobile technology could
actually enhance the learning experience for your audience. If you are not convinced, and youranswer at
this point is ‘no’, you must consider other options.
•

Which mobile capabilities would interest our audience?

Having determined that you could use mobile capabilities to enhance learning, the next logicalstep is to
ask which of those capabilities would actually interest learners. Would it be the abilityto access content
regardless of location, the ability to use GPS, or to use a specific application?It’s important that the
learners/would-be learners have an interest in that capability, or anylearning associated with the use of
that capability just won’t happen.
•

Do we have the bandwidth; seamlessconnectivity that would better enable learning interaction?

Porting interactive content on mobile devices would need ubiquitous connectivity, so that it gives the
desired effect, would enhance the learning interactions. Engagement amongstpeers would be
meaningful in such cases. If our answer to this question is ‘yes’, then Mobile Learning has greatpotential
in meeting our training needs.
•

What services would help learners to be more productive?

Mobile devices, with their built-in applications, allow the learners to access a variety of services. We,
therefore, have to be careful when we determine, which amongst themany optionsis most suitable for
learners, so that it makes a better learning experience for them. We must make a list of such services,
determine how they could be used by learners;check if they would use it to access an LMS or other
Intranet (or Internet) site, or if they want to useit to call their mentors? or would they use the mobile
device to post blogs or comment inforums?

•

The content we already have, are we able to port it easily across these mobile devices?

Moot point – Having existing learning materials, which could lend themselves to conversion into a
mobile format, may give us a distinct advantage in adopting Mobile Learning. All you need to do is get
started with a simpleconversion. When looking for such content, remember to look beyond your regular
trainingdepartment; learning and development teams, and consult with acknowledged subject matter
experts, look up theestablished users and leaders. It is important tounderstand and realize that the
content you need doesn’t solely exist in learning and training silos.
•

What kind of channel would be used for distribution? Do we need to track actions or activities?

At this point, we have perhaps decided what mobile technology would be an appropriate distribution
channel, have identified the services, capabilities and content that would be required for learning. The
next big question is, how do we track the learners, how would the learning activities or content
beadministered? Time… to think about selecting the most suited and effective knowledge management
systems. And, determine how it would track these mobile based activities.
•

Do you want your Mobile Learning to be integrated with other corporate systems?

As with determining tracking of learning activities, one also needs to consider the need forintegration or
data exchange with established corporate management information systems, orhuman resource
information systems. This would allow you to deploy your educational content across a widespread
audience. However, the cost for such integration varies widely, and you need to sort out integration
issues before piloting mobile learning.
•

Do we have the user support? Who would handle customer queries?

When we think of implementing a new education delivery mechanism; especially across a widespread
audience, we need to decide who would handle the user support, and how we would deal with issues
that emerge whilepiloting our Mobile Learning initiative. Be advised that there would be a definite need
for support, aswith any technology initiative, users would have questions, and they need to be answered.
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The Framework
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Conclusions
Deploying interactive content on mob
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